Near vertical surfaces of sub-seismic faults, steep salt intrusion flanks, and fuzzy boundaries of fracture swarms relate to geologic objects that are difficult to image and characterize by conventional processing of seismic data. To solve the problem, a specific kind of seismic migration has been developed recently to migrate duplex waves, a kind of two-bounce multiple reflections with one bounce off near horizontal reflector and another bounce off near vertical boundary. We propose a new approach to image near vertical boundaries. The approach is based on well known peculiarity of corner reflectors to reflect incident rays back along the path of the incident ray irrespective of the angle of incidence. In contrast to duplex wave migration, the approach can be implemented using non-specific software, e.g., common reflection angle migration or even conventional Kirchhoff migration.
INTRODUCTION
According to Robert Sheriff's famous Encyclopedic Dictionary of Exploration Geophysics, corner reflector is "a radar reflector made of sheets of metal… at right angles to each other. It reflects like a mirror at normal incidence no matter from which direction it is viewed". Of course, there are no metal sheets in the Earth interior to be of interest for exploration geophysicist. However, there are a lot of other sheet-like geologic objects occasionally arranged at about right angles. Indeed, any normal (nearly vertical) fault surface can make an approximately right angle with nearly horizontal stratigraphic surfaces, and the zone of increased tectonic fracturing tending to such a fault can make an approximately right angle with nearly horizontal sedimentary layers embedding such a zone. Also, the like spatial figure can be made of a steep flank of a salt intrusion penetrating terrigenous or carbonate layers of the sedimentary cover. These objects unquestionably can be important exploration targets and deserve creation of special detection techniques, especially if the faults are sub-seismic ones (invisible in seismic images), and/or the zones of increased chaotically orientated fracturing have fuzzy boundaries, and/or the salt intrusion flanks occur to be poor reflectors in the seismic frequency range.
Incident rays from any direction are reflected back from such pairs of geological objects in exactly reverse direction, i.e., straight backwards, if only the pair components make really right angle. Should the angle be not quite right, the reflected rays will go not ideally, but approximately backwards, Figure 1 . Waves, reflected in such a way from a combination of reflectors arranged at approximately right angles, are noticed by seismologists long ago and called "duplex waves". To selectively image near-vertical components of such pairs of geological objects, a special migration techniques have been designed, tested on synthetic data and successfully implemented on real seismic (e.g., Marmalevskyy et al., 2005) . Fig. 1 . Rays formed by geologic "corner reflectors" when the angle between boundaries making "corner reflector" is strictly 90˚ (left), less than 90˚ for the first and third quadrants (middle), and more than 90˚ for the first and third quadrants (right).
The aim of this paper is to show that modern general purpose migrations are capable of imaging geological "corner reflectors" by emphasizing upcoming reflections generated at the "corner reflectors", and dimming primary reflections from nearly horizontal components of the "corner reflector" pairs. The full azimuth angle domain imaging system proposed by Koren et al., 2008 , provides an attractive solution to this challenging problem. However, even the plain Kirchhoff migration applied non-traditionally can provide images of the "corner reflectors", though with much poorer resolution power.
To begin with, we simplistically outline basic conceptual notions of imaging geologic "corner reflectors" (CRs for short in what follows). Then, some particulars of imaging CRs with the help of general purpose migrations are discussed and exemplified using real seismic data taken from regions with diverse geologic settings. st Approximate solution for V ≠ const. General solution for full azimuth angle domain imaging in the medium with an arbitrary depth velocity model is given in (Koren et al., 2008) . Important step of the solution is creation of two kinds of angle domain common image gathers (ADCIG): Directional and Reflection (D-and R-gathers for short). Consider a ray pair O*A and O*D. In 3D, reflectivity I at the image point O* for each of the gathers is a function of four angles: ν 1 , ν 2 , γ 1 , and γ 2 . Here, ν 1 is the zenith angle of the ray pair bisectrix O*A, ν 2 is azimuth of the bisectrix, 2γ 1 is the opening angle between rays O*A and O*D, and γ 2 is the opening azimuth. All four angles are defined in the local angle domain -LAD (in the immediate vicinity of the point O*), as rays can deviate from straight lines in the medium with V ≠ const. With regard to the problem of corner reflector imaging, of primary interest is the D-gather system. For this system, in the ray plane normal to the line of intersection of vertical and horizontal reflectors, where the azimuth LAD angle ν 2 is fixed,
(2) (Koren et al., 2008) . Here, ) , , , (
are the shot and the receiver coordinates of the subsurface established by the ray tracing that starts at the point O*, and phase velocities V(m) that in an anisotropic medium correspond to a given set of the LAD angles. Parameters
is the input trace, Kinematics for velocity V = const. Consider ray plane normal to the line of intersection of vertical and horizontal reflectors, Figure 2 . In this plane, the ray path ABCD of a duplex wave at V = const. is equal to doubled O*A* ray path of the same wave at both source and receiver placed in the midpoint A* of the initial offset AD. Hence, if travel time of a wave diffracted at point O* and observed at the offset AD is corrected in such a way that it is reduced to travel time τ along the (doubled) path O*A*, then
where t ABCD is travel time along the ray path ABCD. Note: general purpose migrations are designed so as to convert diffracted events in the unmigrated data into diffracting points in migrated data. Poststack migrations deal with events along raypaths of the O*A* type, and prestack migrations deal with events along raypaths of (2) describes not reflectivity, but rather a CR-induced relative "diffractivity" of the point O*. This "diffractivity" is proportional to the product of reflection coefficients inherent in the horizontal and vertical reflectors. Hence, it can be of a non-negligible magnitude if one of these reflection coefficients tends to unity, which is possible only at near critical angle of incidence for one of the intersecting reflectors. Also, the CR-induced "diffractivity" is strongly azimuth-dependent, varying from a maximum absolute value in the LAD ray plane normal to the line of intersection of vertical and horizontal reflectors, to zero in the direction along the line of intersection. This azimuthal dependence is the basic diagnostic feature of CRs in the common reflection angle D-gather domain.
Obviously, the D-gather formalism (2) - (4) in media with V ≠ const provides exact solution of the CR imaging problem only if actual reflection points B and C (Figure 2) coincide with the point O*; otherwise, the solution is approximate. The more real depth velocity distribution deviates from condition V = const., the less are allowable deviations of actual reflection points B and C (Figure 2) from the point O*.
CR's IN THE FRAMEWORK OF ANGLE DOMAIN IMAGING
For definiteness, consider the approach to creation of D-gathers (Koren et al., 2008) . Reflectivity of each point of the subsurface in the D-gather domain is mapped as a stack of samples picked from input data traces at the points of emergence of narrow (small, "radarlike" γ 1max ) ray tubes with 0 < γ 2 <360˚ than scan seismic data with widely varying ν 1 and full azimuth 0 < ν 2 <360˚, 
IMAGING CR's USING TRADITIONAL KIRCHHOFF MIGRATION
The trick of using traditional Kirchhoff migration to image CRs is reduced to applying poststack migration to unstacked data. The meaning of this procedure is the transfer from common non-zero offset seismic observation to radar-like "narrow beams" -zero offset observations, see section Kinematics for velocity V = const. of this Abstract. Implementation of this approximate, but very simple solution to real data and a post-migration processing of resultant cube yielded stratigraphic slices with rather distinct lineaments (red shapes in Figure  7 ) attributed to fault-controlled, highly oil-productive fracture zones in a carbonate reservoir.
deviating from the vertical within a range controlled by the γ 1max value. In Figure 1 , assuming the lengths of red arrows (ray path sections between the two reflectors) are tending to zero in the middle and right panels and make the other two sections of each ray path show a general point O* but deviate from each other by a non-zero angle. If this angle does not exceed the fixed 2γ 1 max value, then the events generated at the respective CR, will be imaged in the Dgather created.
In the D-gathers imaged in spherical or cylindrical coordinates (Koren et al., 2008) , CRs should be showing as oval bright spots, with larger size along the ν 1 axis and shorter size along the ν 2 axis. In the D-gathers imaged in Fig. 3 . Scheme of D-gather creation.
CONCLUSION
General purpose migrations, in particular, full azimuth angle domain imaging systems, are capable of imaging geological structures that can be defined as "corner reflectors" (CRs), i.e., combinations of mutually orthogonal reflectors, one of which is represented by a stratigraphic surface (commonly near horizontal), and another can be a normal fault, or a steep dip flank of salt intrusion, or a fault-controlled zone of increased fracturing, i.e., a near vertical boundary. The full azimuth angle domain migrations preceded by creation of D-gathers (Figures 4-6) , image CRs automatically in their routine working regime (local narrow azimuth ranges), while traditional Kirchhoff migration shall be applied in an unusual regime, 
